THE FAROE ISLANDS
PHOTOGRAPHY TOUR
IN THE FAROE ISLANDS
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS

ENGLISH SPEAKING
LOCAL GUIDE

ACCOMMODATION
IN A HOTEL

SMALL GROUP
MAX. 6 PEOPLE

THE GUIDE
Saviour Mifsud
www.instagram.com/saviourmifsud
www.saviourmifsud.com

Saviour Mifsud is a Maltese self taught
photographer based in the Faroe Islands. His
work consists primarily of landscape, fine art,
lifestyle and adventure photography. Saviour
has been living on the Faroe Islands since 2006
but his passion for photography really began in
2013 after he purchased a DSLR camera and
started exploring the islands he now call home.
Saviour's images have since attracted very
positive reviews on his growing Instagram and
Facebook accounts and are to a number of
companies both locally and abroad- On top of
photography Saviour also guides for private
clients and groups traveling to the Faroe Islands
and is fluent in Faroese, Maltese and English.
Saviour will be with you approximately 9 to 10
hours per day on days 2 to 7.
On the first day he will just welcome you and
drive you to the hotel.
On the last day he will drive you to the airport.

Some reviews from Tripadvisor...
I highly recommend this tour company they are both
professional and personal. We booked a day tour with a
photographer/guide. Our guide Savior picked us up
from our Hotel in the morning and took us around the
amazing islands he knows all the beautiful spots. We
never felt rushed never the less got to see so much.
Savior is a great photographer and person, book with
them you will not regret it!
Tyffi (Iceland)
Outstanding Guides and service - we couldn't have
done it without them.
We were two photographers looking to capture the
very best of the Faroe Islands. Our two photographic
guides took us to amazing locations we never would
have found ourselves. I highly recommend Faroe Tours.
Jeffrey B (Arizona)

THE LOCATIONS
The locations visited might change from one day to
another due to weather/light conditions. The guide
might add or remove a location if it's consider
appropiate for the good development of the workshop.
Day 2
·Mykines island: Lighthouse and puffins
·Mulafossur waterfall
Day 3
·Drangarnir sea stacks
·Lake Sørvágsvatn and Trælanípa
Day 4
·Fossá waterfall
·Tjørnuvík Beach
·Mount Klakkur

Islands visited on this trip
Vágar island
Mykines island
Streymoy island
Eysturoy island
Borðoy island
Viðoy island
Kalsoy island
Suðuroy island

Day 5
·Kalsoy island: Kallur lighthouse
·Village of Viðareiði
Day 6
·Eggjarnar and Beinisvørð cliffs
·Akraberg Lighthouse
Day 7
·Tórshavn, capital of the Faroe Islands
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ABOUT
THIS TRIP
Learn about all the aspects and frequent doubts
of this trip and contact one of our travel agents
if you have any questions.
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THE FLIGHT
Direct flight from Copenhaguen or
Reykajvík with Atlantic Airways, the
national airline of the Faroe Islands.
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WELCOME
Upon arrival in the Faroe Islands our
guide will welcome you with a sign
with our logo.
The guide, who speaks English, will
accompany you throughout the trip.

ACCOMMODATION
You will stay in a centrally located
hotel in Tórshavn, the capital, and in
charming rural hotels en route across
the Faroe Islands.
All hotels have private bathroom in
the room and buffet breakfast.
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TRANSPORT
We drive our modern 9-seater van,
with plenty of space for luggage.

LOCAL GUIDE
Our local guides speak English, know
the Faroe Islands perfectly and are
prepared to offer you a comfortable,
fun and unforgettable trip.
The guide will be with you approx. 9
to 10 hours per day
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CLOTHING
The average summer temperature in
the Faroe Islands is around 11-15
degrees,
so
we
recommend
waterproof
warm
clothing
(also
waterproof
pants),
comfortable
mountain shoes and windbreakers.

PHOTOGRAPHY
The guide will adapt the itinerary
according to weather, daylight, etc,
Remember this is a photo tour!

HIKING
Some locations require to hike around
2-3 hours. Good fitness is required to
complete them, but they are all the
same way back and forth, so if you
feel tired you can just go back the
same path or wait for the group to
come back :)

EXPENSES
The only thing not included in this trip
are your personal expenses and meals.
It is recommended to pay everything
by card, not being necessary to
change currency.

THE FAROE ISLANDS
PHOTOGRAPHY TOUR
8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS

PRICE INCLUDES

Direct flight from Copenhaguen or Reykjavík
Taxes and 1 checked bag (20kg) included
7 nights accommodation
7 nights at Hotel Tórshavn***
Rooms with private bathroom. Breakfasts included.
Itinerary with a local photographer driver/guide
(in English) in a small group of maximum 6 people
Mykines island ferry ticket and tourist fee
Trælanípan cliffs hiking fee
Kallur lighthouse hiking fee
Kalsoy and Suðuroy islands ferry ticket

PRICES

Price per person
Minimum age 18 years
2 adults in 1 double/twin room
25.990 DKK
Approx. 3.500 EUR / 3.840 USD

1 adult in 1 single room
28.990 DKK
Approx. 3.900 EUR / 4.300 USD
Notice that we process our
payments in DKK (danish Krone)

Flight discount
EXCLUDED IN THE PRICE
Meals
Travel insurance

Proud to have the highest rating on Tripadvisor

2.250 DKK discount per person
if you want to exclude the flight
and book it yourself. This can be
useful for example when booking a
connection flight from your origin.

BOOK NOW
(00298) 582 333

Take a look at our Instagram account

info@faroetours.com
www.faroetours.com

www.faroetours.com

